
Supplementary tasks: 

1) One of the things we will be discussing after half term is how 

we have managed during lockdown.  I imagine that we will 

produce some form of guide or powerpoint about what life has 

been like over the past 8 weeks or so.  In preparation for this 

piece of work, it would be great if your child could talk to 

family members (and take notes) about what has been good and 

bad about the lockdown and what strategies they have used to 

cope with it. 

 

 

2) After half term I am hoping that we will be able to produce 

some mini-movies like the film attached to the email.  Ideally 

we will produce a class video of our key memories.  This will 

hopefully include sections from everyone in the class (perhaps 

even the whole year group) and teachers.   Depending on how 

things develop, this might require contributions from home 

which I can then pull together. The other film I would like the 

children to make is a more personalised film that they will 

make themselves about their time at primary school including 

perhaps what the past few weeks have been like.  This film 

could include photos/audio/film/typed comments from friends 

and family.  To help prepare the pupils for this, it would be 

great if they could start to think about these questions and 

perhaps collect resources to help them. Obviously I will make 

sure that anyone featured in the film has given consent and 

parents will have the right to change the consent they have 

already given – this will apply to both the video I will try to 

make and any video the children make. 

 

 



Questions for the class/year group film: 

1) Would they like to have a slide where they write a comment to 

the group?  What would they like it to say? What 

picture/image would they like on it?  This might be a picture of 

them on their own or with friends.  It could also be a picture 

from out of school. 

2) What sound track should go along with it? 

 

Questions for their own film: 

1) Do you have any pictures that you want to include from younger 

years? We can scan pictures at school if you only have paper 

copies. 

2) Do you have any work from previous years that you were 

particularly proud of that you would like to include? 

3) Do you remember any special events from through the years 

that you really enjoyed being part of? 

4) What have been your favourite activities/trips in primary 

school? 

5) What other memories do you have? 

 

 

 


